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 95% of all U.S. firms use spreadsheets for 

 financial reporting 



 50% of spreadsheets form the basis for 

 decisions 



  Spreadsheets exist ‘under the radar’ 



 Spreadsheets live 5 years on average 



  Average sheet is used by 12 people 



 33% of spreadsheets has a manual 



 Complex spreadsheets lead to disaster 



 The European Spreadsheet Risk Interest 

 Group (Eusprig.org) collects horror stories 









WHY??? 



 Spreadsheets are mislabeled! 



 Spreadsheets are mislabeled! 



 Spreadsheets are mislabeled! 



 They are not data, they are code! 



 Spreadsheets are code 



 1) Used for similar problems 





 But why in a spreadsheet? 





 2) Formulas are Turing complete 



 2) Formulas are Turing complete 



 3) Remember the problems? 



 3) Remember the problems? 



 3) Remember the problems? 



 3) Remember the problems? 



 3) Spreadsheets suffer from ‘software’ 

 problems 



 In summary: both the activities, 

 complexity and problems are the same 



 So if spreadsheets are code, can we 

 apply software engineering methods? 





 In software, tools have been created to 

 help programmers understand code 



















 Because spreadsheets are so similar to 

 code, users can benefit from SE methods 



 In my dissertation, I defined smells 

 for spreadsheet formulas  



  “Long method” 



  “Too many parameters” 



  Conditional complexity 



  Conditional complexity <- no “” needed 



  “Message chain” 



  “Message chain” 



  “Message chain” 



Duplication 



Duplication 



And these smells do not only occur at 

the formula level 





Worksheet 

Connecting formulas  



Worksheet 

Connecting formulas  

Not all visualizations were this neat 











We can conclude:  

Smells occur at the structure level too 





This is the ‘feature envy’ smell 



This is the ‘feature envy’ smell 























 If you say smells, you say… 



 If you say smells, you say refactoring 



 So, we built BumbleBee:  

 a refactoring tool for spreadsheets 



 So, we built BumbleBee:  

 a refactoring tool for spreadsheets 





















 But, transformations don’t have to be 

 behavior preserving 

























 You can download BumbleBee from 

 my website (felienne.com) 



 The transformations are entirely 

 programmable, with a small language 



 And of course, if you say refactoring,  

 you say … 



 And of course, if you say refactoring,  

 you say testing 



 Spreadsheets tests are hiding in plain 

 sight 





 These test formulas can be exploited 



 Our tool Expector can find test formulas 













 Expector helps users to understand 

 robustness of their spreadsheets 

























 

 

 

Thanks for attending my talk: 

 

Spreadsheets: The dark matter of IT 

 

Want to know more? 

 
• Send a tweet  @felienne 

• Send an email 
mail@felienne.com 

 

Up for a chat? 

 
• I am around all day 
• Propose to meet me @felienne 

 

 
 

 

 




